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ДАЛЬНИЙ ВОСТОК: 
ИНТЕЛЛЕКТУАЛЬНОЕ НАСЛЕДИЕ И КУЛЬТУРА

Kirill Solonin

TANGUT PLATFORM SŪTRA AND 
CHAN BIOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE

Abstract: The purpose of the study is to locate Tangut Buddhist texts within 
a more general framework of Sinitic Buddhism in Northern China during 11–
13th centuries. This means that we envisage Tangut Buddhist texts, both translations 
and locally composed works, as the sources not only for the study of Tangut Bud-
dhism but also for the better understanding of the Sinitic Buddhism in the adja-
cent areas. For the Platform Sutra we have established two independent traditions 
and tried to compare these with the Dunhuang version by Fahai, and also with 
the surviving fragments of the Tangut Chan biographical literature. Philological 
conventions which discovered thereby indicate on the multiplicity of sources for 
the Tangut Chan, reflexive of the multifaceted situation in circulation of these texts 
in Northern China during 11–13th centuries.

Keywords: Buddhism, Tangut Chan, the Platform Sutra, Tangut Buddhism.

К. Ю. Солонин
Сутра Помоста Шестого Патриарха 

и Чаньская биографическая литература в Си-Ся 

Аннотация: Статья посвящена анализу малоизвестного фрагмента 
Сутры Помоста Шестого Патриарха из Британской библиотеки. В ста-
тье рассматривается отношение между этим фрагментом и другими из-
вестными фрагментами текста. Также разбирается возможная связь между 
текстом Сутры Помоста и тангутской версией Цзиндэ Чуаньдэн лу с точки 
зрения рекострукции истории Буддизма в Си-Ся.

Ключевые слова: буддизм, Си-Ся, тангуты, тангутский буддизм, Сутра 
Помоста. 
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The following discussion is limited to the texts in Tangut only. 
Tangut version of the Platform Sūtra is the only known pre-modern 
translation of the fundamental text of early Chan Buddhism. For Chan 
biographical literature we currently have a collection of biographies 
known under an abridged title “Essentials of the Lamp” (tjij1 tshji1 沟, 
henceforth EL). A large fragment of Jingde Chuandeng lu in Chinese 
preserved among the Khara-Khoto findings, will not be discussed here 
[1, p. 250–253]. Surviving part of EL is a fragment of the 3rd juan of the 
original woodblock print publication. The fragment includes biogra-
phies of the first tier of Huineng’s disciples: Zhicheng 志誠, Fada 法達, 
Zhitong 智通, Zhiche 智徹, Zhichang 智常, Zhidao 志道 [2: 531–555]. 
The 5th juan of Jingde Chuandeng lu also contains entries on the Master 
Xiaoliao 曉了 from Bianyan shan 匾檐山, of whom no records survived 
and Hebei Zhihuang 河北智隍. In Jingde Chuandeng lu the entries on 
these two masters are located between Zhicheng and Fada, therefore 
we concluded that these had been omitted by the compiler of EL. This 
leads to suggestion that although EL closely reminds Jingde Chuandeng 
lu 景德傳燈錄, the Tangut text is in fact the translation of a Northern 
Song composition Chuandeng Yuying ji 傳燈玉英集 by Wang Sui 王隨 
975–1039, completed in 10341.

Currently the Platform Sūtra survives in a set of fragments dis-
tributed between various Tangut collections worldwide. One set is 
represented by the fragments of the text kept in the National Library 
of China, Library of Beijing University, library of Ryūkoku Univer-
sity in Japan, fragments originally copied by Luo Fucheng 羅福成 
and fragments from Fu Ssu-nien Library in Academia Sinica. From 

1 Tangut text: Catalog no 756. Nishida originally thought that it is a copy of 
the Tangut translation of the Jingde Chuandeng lu, which is not correct. Currently 
the text of Chuandeng Yuying ji is available in CBETA (B14 no 82). The publication 
of the text was authorized during the 1st year Jingyou 景佑 1034，and the text was 
published in 1036. Current version of this publication is based on the Jin edition in-
cluded into the Zhaocheng Jin zang 趙城金藏. Our identification is based on the fact 
that the Tangut text omits several biographies from Jingde. See: [3, p. 177–178; 258]; 
also see: [4, p. 1–22]; [5, p. 622–625].
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codicological perspective all these fragments belong to the same manu-
script, contain numerous corrections and editorial marks (discussion 
of DH is limited to the fragments studied by myself). Based on external 
data, the manuscript is provisionally dated to the period around 1070-
s, and its place of origin is determined as Dunhuang (henceforth DH)2.

Another fragment originally identified as the Platform Sūtra be-
longs to the Stein Collection in the British Library (OR 12380–3870, 
henceforth BL), i.e. in all probability originates from Khara-Khoto3. 
Both DH and BL originally had been scrolls. DH contains 12 characters 
per line, whereas BL contains 18. Paper size again indicates that the two 
sets of fragments represent different manuscripts. The two sets overlap 
in only one instance, which however allows some provisional observa-
tions (full re-evaluation of the surviving texts is beyond the scope of 
present study). Below is the full transcription of the text (we included 
side scripted (omitted by the copyist) characters into the main texts, 
restored sequence of characters as indicated by the Tangut copyist):

2 For the research history and provisional dating of the text see: [6, p. 90–100]. 
This publication collected all the fragments except for the ones from Fu Ssu-nian; [7, 
p. 163–185] contains the fragments from Fu Ssu-nien Library. Complete edition of all 
fragments is currently underway.

3 Fragment published in the 5th volume of Yingcang Heishui cheng wenxian [8, p. 
200–201]. Study of the text see: [9, p. 3–8]. As the publisher of the fragment Wen 
Zhiyong, observes, in the photographic reproduction of the text, the sequence of frag-
ments was corrupt, so here we also follow what we think is the correct order.
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Translation of BL: 

1. […] all dharmas can be set up.” Zhicheng bowed and wished to be-
come a disciple, stayed at Caoxi and never abandoned close/ per-
sonal attendance [of the master]4. 

2. Chapter Eleven “Transformative instructions to the assembly: The 
teaching about the year and month of nirvana”. Then there was 
a monk named Fada (here we use the Chinese version of the name). 
[He] paid respects to the Master and asked: “I, a disciple, recited 
The Lotus Sūtra for seven years, [but still] do not understand 

 the correct Dharma and always have doubts in my mind. The wis-
dom of the Great Master is profound and broad, I seek [that he] 
resolves [my] doubts.” The Master said: “[Your name] says “The one 
who embraces Dharma”, the Dharma by itself embraces everywhere, 
but your mind does not embrace [it]. There are no doubts in the 

4 Cf.: [10, p. 165].
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sūtra, [but] if the doubts are in your mind, then you pursue the true 
Dharma with evil in your mind, [whereas] I hold the sūtra with cor-
rectness in mind. I do not know written signs, you bring the sūtra 
and read [it to me], and I will listen and understand [it].” Fada im-
mediately read the sūtra. The Master said: “The sūtra does not talk 
too much (i.e. more than needed). Its seven juan contain parables 
and “the cause” [of Buddha’s appearance in the world]. Concern-
ing Tathāgata’s broad exposition of the Three Vehicles, this was for 
the sake of [those] with dull faculties in the world. The sūtra clearly 
explains that there is only One Vehicle, there are no other vehicles. 
You must believe into One Buddha Vehicle, and not seek for oth-
er vehicles or you become deluded. What […] is the Buddha Ve-
hicle? The sūtra says: “All Buddhas and World-Honored ones […] 
appeared.” How to understand this Dharma? How [should] you do 
[…]? Human mind transcends the thought, it is originally tranquil 
and empty […]5.

3. […] made three hits […]. “When I hit you, is it hurting or not? 
[Shenhui] answered: “When it hurts it hurts, and also does not hurt.” 
The Master said: “When I see I see, and also do not see.” Shenhui 
asked: “How is that [you] see when you see and also do not see?” 
The Master said: “The way I see is that I always see my own faults, 
but do not see rights and wrongs, good and bad in others. That is 
how when I see I see, and also do not see. When you say: “When it 
hurts it hurts, and also does not hurt, what is this? If you do not hurt, 
then you are like wood and stone; if it does not hurt then you are the 
same as ordinary people, [since pain] rises from your own sensual 
faculties.” The master said: “Seeing and not seeing are the two ex-
tremes; hurting and not hurting are birth and extinction. While you 
have not yet seen your own nature, why you come to offend others? 
(i.e. me)” [Shenhui] thought deeply, bowed, repented and spoke no 
more. The Master said: “Since your mind is deluded and you cannot 

5 Cf. [10, p. 166].
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see, and you seek the way from a benevolent friend. Thus you should 
awaken with your mind, see your own nature and practice according 
to the Dharma. While you are deluded, why [asking] if I see or not? 
I know for myself if I see [or not], and cannot attain your delusion; 
if you see for yourself, you cannot attain this delusion for me. Why 
do not you […] knowledge for yourself, and ask me whether I see or 
not?” Shenhui bowed to the mater, remained in his personal atten-
dance and [never] left.6

4. One day the Master called upon his disciples Zhicheng, Fada […] 
Shenhui, Zhichang, Zhitong , Zhiche, Zhidao […], Fa […] and said: 
“I […] afterwards, the masters for others […]”

BL in Chinese calque7 (underline: not found or different from Chi-
nese)

Dunhuang CBETA version (double line: not in found in BL)
1. [能立一切諸法”]。志誠敬禮，欲為大師弟子，止于曹溪，不離近侍。

志誠禮拜，便不離漕溪山，即為門人，不離大師左右 8

2. 第十一，《傳法教化僧眾：說滅度年月門》。

	 爾時有一僧眾，名號“法達”。敬拜師而問：“弟子七年讀《法華

經》,	 不識正法，常疑心中。大師智慧廣大，求為斷惑。師曰：名“

法達”者，法即普達，汝心不達。經于無惑，若如心惑，依邪心求正

法，吾依正心常持經。不識文字，汝齎經來誦，吾聞則知悟。”法達

立即誦經，師曰：“經無多語，七卷有譬喻緣故也。如來廣說三乘

者，世間鈍根人之故。經顯明：唯一佛乘，不有他乘。汝當信一佛

乘，勿求二乘，汝又為迷。何 […] 是佛乘？”經中說：“諸佛世尊 
[…] 顯。入如何悟此法？如何修此法？”	 師曰：“人心離思,	 本來

空寂 […]”

6 Cf. [10, p. 169].
7 This Chinese transcription does not intend to reconstruct Chinese original. It in-

tends to demonstrate deviations in vocabulary and narrative between BL and Dun-
huang version. Possible Chinese (we omit Tangut grammar markers such as verb pre-
fixes, auxiliary verbs, nominalization markers, etc; quotation marks “” correspond 
with Tangut ·jɨ2 妒, quotation mark.)

8 CBETA 2020.Q3, T48, no. 2007, p. 342c2–4.
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	 又有一僧名法達，常誦《法華經》七年，心迷

	 不知正法之處。經上有疑，大師智惠廣大，願

	 為時疑？”	大師言：	“法達！法即甚達，汝心不

	 達！經上無癡，汝心自邪，而求正法，吾心正

	 定即是持經。吾一生已來，不識文字，汝將《法

	 華經》來，對吾讀一遍，吾問即之。法達取經到，

	 對大師讀一遍，六祖問已，即識佛意，便汝法

 達說《法華經》。六祖言：	“法達！《法華經》無多語，七

	 卷盡是譬喻內緣。如來廣說三乘，只為世人

	 根鈍。經聞公明，無有餘乘，唯一佛乘。”	大

	 師：	“法達！汝聽一佛乘，莫求二佛乘，迷却汝

	 聖。經中何處是一佛乘？汝與說，經云：	“諸佛世尊唯汝一大事因

緣故，出現於世。』(已上十六家是正法)	 法如何解？此法如何修？

汝聽吾說，人心不思，本源空寂…9

3. […] 作	[…] 三打。“我打汝，痛不痛？”答曰：“痛亦痛，不亦痛。”

師曰：“我見亦見，不亦見。”神會問曰：“如何見亦見，不亦見？”

師曰：“我之為見，常見自心患，不見他之是非善惡。如此我見亦

見，不亦見。汝曰“痛亦痛，不亦痛”如何？汝若不痛，則同于木

石，汝若痛，則凡夫同類，為起自根10。”師曰：“見不見者，是二邊；

痛不痛者，屬生滅。汝即未見自性，何故擊我？”深思，敬拜，懺愧，

更不言語。師曰：“如心迷未見之故，善知識處求路故，心悟見自

性，則應依法修行。汝迷未見自心，為何問我見不見？吾見自知，不

可得汝之迷，汝若自知，我不可得此迷。[…] 自知何不為？問吾見不

見。”神會敬禮師，不離近侍。

	 把打神會三下，却問神會：	 “吾打汝，痛不痛？”神會答言：“亦

痛亦不痛。”六祖言曰：“吾亦見亦不見。”神會又問：“大師何以

亦見亦不見？”大師言：“吾亦見，常見自過患，故云亦見。亦不見

者，不見天地人過罪，所以亦見亦不也。汝亦痛亦不痛如何？」神

會答曰：“若不痛，即同無情木石；若痛，即同凡，即起於恨。”大師

言：“神會！向前！見不見是兩邊，痛是生滅。汝自性旦不見，敢來弄

9 CBETA 2020.Q3, T48, no. 2007, p. 342c4–18.
10 根 Chinese original on which the Tangut translator relied probably had gen 根 

instead of hen 恨, phonetic and/ or graphic borrowing, which influenced the choice 
of Tangut character.
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人？”禮拜，禮拜，更不言。大師言：“汝心迷不見，問善知識覓路；

以心悟自見，依法修行。汝自11	 不見自心，却來問惠能見否？吾不自

知，代汝迷不得；汝若自見，代得吾迷何不自修，問吾見否？”神會

作禮，便為門人，不離漕溪山中，常在左右。12

4. 一日師召喚法海、志誠、法達 […] 神會、智常、智通、志徹、志道 
[…] 法 […]，曰：“我 […] 後來，他之師 […]”

	 大師遂喚門人法海、志誠、法達、智常、志通、志徹、志道、法珍、法

如、神會…13

The above table is provided only as an illustration of the deviations 
between the Dunhuang version and the BL fragments. Major points 
on which both texts disagree is in 2 (title of the chapter, two sentences 
omitted in BL) and 4 (sequence of disciples); concluding sentence in 
3  etc. These deviations demonstrate that the text represented by BL 
was an independent redaction of the Dunhuang version, derived from 
a different variant14. More positive identification will be possible when 
all the variants of the text are considered against Tangut version.

Concerning the relationship between Tangut DH and BL we can ob-
serve the following. As mentioned above, the texts overlap only on sev-
eral minor instances. Despite the textual evidence in meager, we can still 
conclude that DH agrees with the Dunhuang Chinese version on the po-
sitions where BL and Chinese Dunhuang disagree. See below:

(1)  DH:  

[…] 
 Chinese calque reads: 志誠敬禮，作為弟子，不離大師左右。有一

僧，名者法達,	常 […] [7, p. 176]
 (“Zhicheng bowed, became a disciple and never abandoned master’s 

whereabouts. There was a monk, named Fada, [who] always…”)

11 Ming here is phonetic borrowing for mi 迷, demonstrating the drop of nasal 
endings in the Northwestern dialect of Chinese by the time the Dunhuang version 
was put into writing. Tangut correct here.

12 CBETA 2020.Q3, T48, no. 2007, p. 343a17–b1.
13 CBETA 2020.Q3, T48, no. 2007, p. 343b1–3.
14 Textual history of the Platform Sūtra is discussed in: [11; 12, p. 399–427].
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 BL  reads: […] 。

 Chinese calque reads: […] 志誠敬禮，欲為大師之弟子，止于曹溪，

不離近侍。

 (“Zhicheng bowed and wished to become a disciple, stayed at Caoxi 
and never abandoned close/ personal attendance [of the master].

(2)  
(3)   […]15

 第十一《僧眾教化傳法：說滅度年月門》。爾時有一僧眾，名號法達 
[…]

Chapter Eleven “Transformative instructions to the assembly: The 
teaching about the year and month of nirvana”. Then there was a monk 
named Fada […]”)

1. Personal names: Zhicheng. DH: tśji1 śjɨj1 ; BL: tśji1 śjɨj1  ( 志
誠).Both transcriptions are phonetically identical, vary only ortho-
graphically.

2. Fada. DH: xiwã1 tha2 16 (transcription); BL: tsji ̱r1 njɨ2  (lit.: 
法普, translation)17.

From the above it is obvious that DH is generally similar with the 
Fahai’s Dunhuang version of the scripture, which is in line with previ-
ous scholarly consensus. BL demonstrates substantial deviations from 
all currently available Chinese versions18. What concerns the present 
study is that not only the original for the two versions of the  Tang-
ut Platform Sūtra are different in contents, but also phonetic and 

15 [9, p. 5–6]. Chinese calque mine.
16 In the Chan Chart tha2 is also used in phonetic capacity to render Chinese dao 道.
17 Zhicheng as tśji1 śjɨj1  occurs in the fragment of DH stored in the library of 

Beijing University, which again suggests that all fragments belong to the same manu-
script [13, p. 354].

18 [9, p. 8]. (Among the most obvious deviations we observe: BL has 11 chapters, 
whereas Zongbao version (T. 2008) only has 10; the title of the 10th chapter in Zong-
bao: fuzhu 付囑 is in tenor with Tangut 僧眾教化傳法, but the original for the Tang-
ut translation was obviously different. 10th chapter in Zongbao does not include the 
story of Fada reciting the Lotus Scripture as does BL, etc.
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orthographic conventions employed by the translators vary. Varying 
orthographic conventions are not informative per se, whereas their 
consistent application is important. These variations demonstrate his-
torical reality of Tangut Buddhism, and not the textual peculiarities of 
the Chinese text.

That is, we postulate existence of two independent translations 
of the Platform Sūtra into Tangut, proceeding from alternative source 
texts, and utilizing alternative transcription/ translations techniques. 
Differences in transcriptions show that the two translations had been 
prepared and circulated independently from each other. While we can 
safely suggest Dunhuang version as the source for the Tangut DH, 
the source text for BL needs yet to be identified. The above observations 
indicate that our previous assessments concerning the low popularity 
of the Platform Scripture in Xixia should be reconsidered to the effect of 
admitting the scriptures’ importance in the Tangut realm.

As mentioned above, EL contains the names of Huineng’s disci-
ples, partially overlapping with ones encountered in BL [2, p. 531–555]. 

1. BL: tśji1 śjɨj1 = EL: tśji1 śjɨj1  (志誠, transcription)
2. BL: tsji ̱r1 njɨ2 = EL: tsji ̱r1 njɨ2   (法達, translation)
3. BL: sjịj2·ju2 = EL: sjịj2·ju2  (智常, translation)
4. BL: tśji1 tha2 = EL: kjur2 tśja1  (志道，BL: transcription, 

EL: translation)
5. BL: tśji1tśhja2 = EL: kjur2 dźjwa1  (志徹，BL: transcrip-

tion, EL: translation).19

Proceeding from the above, one can speculate that BL and EL share 
common transcription conventions, deviating from the ones found 
in DH; however, in two cases EL uses translation instead of transcrip-
tion in BL. Therefore, we cannot collapse BL and the “Essentials of the 

19 EL has its own specific orthographic and transcription conventions which are not 
discussed here. E.g.: EL has kjur2 dźjwa1 蚷蜶 for Zhiche 志徹 and kjur2 tśja1 蚷癝 for 
Zhidao 志道, i.e. translations instead of expected transcription tśji1 筗.
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Lamp” into single lineage of textual production. Since the transcrip-
tions used in the EL are identical with the BL, the lineages might share 
common origin, but deviated at some point in history. Currently we 
suggest the BL and EL to constitute the mainstream of Tangut Chan, 
whereas DH represents an alternative tradition from the western part 
of Xixia. In any event, we observe a previously unknown issue of tex-
tual variety in the Tangut state, involving circulation of two versions of 
the Platform Sūtra, one of which is previously unattested.
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